Agronsky Claims U.S. No Innocent Bystander

By MARY MARTIN

Recently returned from nuclear test ban negotiations in Moscow, Martin Agronsky, NBC news analyst, told a large Select Series audience Friday night, "The world is in one horrible mess," and that no one any longer can be an innocent bystander.

Agronsky, emphasizing problem spots in U.S. foreign policy, listed South Vietnam at the top. There the United States has lost 130 soldiers, has spent 3 billion dollars and is currently spending $100 million dollars daily.

Why Support?

He noted that the U.S. is supporting a country whose chief spokeswoman has said recently, "Power is wonderful and total power is even more wonderful." Why then, he asked, does this country support South Vietnam and how did we get into this mess?

Answering his own question, Agronsky said the United States is trapped in "an involvement that we didn't seek and in an involvement that we wouldn't avoid."

Continuing, he said, there is nothing new about the kind of trap we find ourselves in in South Vietnam; that same trap can be found in Latin America and many other parts of the world.

Agronsky said the involvement stems from our trying to check the Communist threat. As a result, the United States must deal with governments that are non-democratic, remaining bulwarks against Communism.

But, he noted, the U.S. cannot "go in and clean up these govern- ments. "President Kennedy is stuck with this government," Agronsky continued.

The speaker said it is very easy, in this situation, to be criti- cal of U.S. foreign policy. But, he added, one must remember that every administration in re- cent years has been forced into the same situation.

The speaker quoted President Kennedy saying "We cannot re- make other nations in our own image." He said that U.S. foreign policy seems to have lost the black and white clarity of simple times.

"These are not simple times; they are dangerous times and at times seem hopeless," Agronsky remarked.

Face Realities

Noting that we must face these realities, Agronsky said it is all important for the public to be interested and well-informed.

"None of us in today can afford to be anything but an interested citizen," the speaker said. "No one today dares to be uninvolved."

Commenting on his recent trip to Moscow and to the test ban negotiations, Agronsky said he was more optimistic about the prospects of peace.

Dr. Moudy Will Discuss Student Responsibility

The responsibilities among the student, groups and University will be examined at the annual Leadership Retreat at Camp Un- derived, near Athens, Texas, this Friday and Saturday.

Dr. James M. Moudy, vice president for student affairs, will be the principal speaker at the retreat. Dr. Moudy will speak Friday evening on the student leader's responsibility and pre- sent a wrap-up speech at the final session on Saturday.

"The purpose of the retreat is to enable the student to see himself in relationship to all the responsibilities and obligations around him," said David Steven- son, Abilene senior and chairman of the retreat.

"Each organization was asked to evaluate itself and its goals be- fore coming to the retreat."

"The president and one member of the student government there is oppressing others at the retreat."
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Rhodes Scholar Facts Available

On the bulletin board in the Winston-Scott Science building is information for prospective Rhodes Scholars. The form, stating qualifications and basis of selection, lists Dr. Paul Wassenich as source of further information.

BUCK SHOTS

(Continued from Page 4)

Nagy didn't have to remind us that the revolutionary government gave squeamish Western nations a perfect opportunity to beat the equally reluctant Soviets to the punch.

But he did offer an interesting bit of hindsight. Nagy noted that Britain's sending of troops to the Suez Canal area shared headlines with the Hungary revolt. He wondered why the U.S. didn't offer to join Russian UN protests against the Suez move in exchange for keeping Red troops out of Hungary.

For reasons of his own, Nagy omitted what might have proved a perfect final thrust at an audience already impressed by his sincerity. He spared us a mention of that final plea of an unknown Budapest rebel broadcaster seconds before Russian troops stormed his studio: "For the love of God, someone help Hungary!"

Sorority Official Due At Local Chapter Meet

The members of Mu Phi Epsilon, professional music sorority, will welcome Lois Ayers Gordon, Wichita, Kan., professional music sorority, to their meeting at 6:15 p.m. Wednesday, in the home of Mrs. Jeanette Keim, 1324 Washington Ave.

Mrs. Gordon, Wichita, Kan., is on an inspection tour of the 27 chapters in her province of Mu Phi Epsilon.

5 University Ph.D.'s To Attend St. Louis Meet

Dr. Harold Lunger, professor of Christian ethics in Brite Divinity School, will preside at the annual meeting of the Association of Disciples for Theological Discussion in St. Louis Oct. 27-29.

Also attending from the University will be Drs. Glenn Routt, Gustave Ferre, Paul Wassenich and Wayne Braden.

Dr. Lunger is president of the Association of Professors of Theology and Ethics from Disciples of Christ institutions throughout the country.

"Christianity and Culture" will be the theme of the meeting. The program will be devoted to papers on the Bible, psychology, sociology and philosophy relevant to the topic.

Library Tours Completed

Each year the freshman English classes are given a tour of the TCU library. The purpose is to inform new students on location of types of books and reference material, use of card catalog and magazine index, and library rules and procedures, including the checking out of books.

The tours are conducted by Mary C. Faris, reference librarian, and Dr. Karl Snyder, co-director for the English department.

Students are given library exercise to complete and return to their English instructors who in turn give them to the librarians to be checked. The problems include using the card catalog, the reference room, sections and call numbers of books and finding magazine articles.

Library handbooks are given to students to keep and use in future library work. These handbooks are available to any student upon request to the librarian.

This year of freshmen English classes have toured the library.
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'Journey' Into Degeneracy Marks Top Cinema Acting

By MIKE MARTIN

Acting performances can make or break Eugene O'Neill's 'Long Day's Journey Into Night,' and the Sidney Lumet movie version (which just ended a 'short day's run') at the 7th Street Theatre, is a case of the former.

"Long Day's Journey" became the first film in history to be honored at the Cannes Film Festival with Grand Prix acting awards for all four leading performers—Katharine Hepburn, Ralph Richardson, Jason Robards, and Laurette Taylor Stockwell.

Much praise has been applied to the performances of Miss Hepburn, Richardson and Robards, while the majority of critics condemned Stockwell's performance as "weak and imperfect." Not so.

Stockwell's sensitive portrayal of O'Neill is probably the closest thing to the best performance of his rather unglamorous career. From mood to mood, he delivers his lines with mirth or power, whichever Lumet seeks.

I contend that fair actors, when directed properly, deliver at least a half-way decent performance. If this be true, Lumet has pushed the delicate acting of the usually good Miss Hepburn to its limits.

She portrays O'Neill's drug-addicted mother as though she knew the woman's innermost secrets. During several sequences, her character is almost a traumatic experience for the moviegoer just to watch her. And Richardson and Robards are no less perfect.

Lumet has carefully deleted some of the play's filth, and the movie continues. And continues.

The weight of the film's lagging back is held throughout another of Miss Hepburn's speeches. Then quite suddenly, at the close of her speech, Lumet throws an extreme closeup of her face—filling the entire screen. And the movie continues. And continues.

Miss Piaf, who made a tidy $1,000 a night wherever she sang, lived a life of misery—always sick, once blind—and died at the age of 47. Cocteau, director of "Blood of a Poet," was one of the first experimental film-makers. He was 78.

DR. WALTHER VOLBACH, who'll direct "Merchant of Venice" opening Dec. 4, has announced the cast for that show. It includes Jack Baer as Shylock, John Gaston as Antonio, Wanda Veach as Portia, Robert Cunningham as Bassanio, and Neal Burnett as Lorenzo.

CIA Representative To Interview Students

The southwest personnel representative for the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) will visit the TCU campus Oct. 23 and 24. Wood will interview students about career opportunities in strategic intelligence. Persons interested should get in touch with Raymond Wolf, placement officer, Room 212 in the Student Center.

$6.95
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The difference between men and women is even greater than you think, and the difference is obvious even if you don't think.

Scientists with nothing better to occupy their brain waves have come up with these "startling" facts. By examining any one of the body's approximately 30 trillion cells, a scientist can tell if it belongs to a man or woman. (Smart boy!)

A woman's heart beats eight to ten times more a minute than a man's. A woman's current heartbeat, if both live average life spans, she'll tick off some 300,000,000 more heart-beats than he will.

No evidence has been uncovered as to which sex has the better smell, but men use an astonishing $44 million worth of scented after-shave lotion each year. What is interesting is this lout is becoming more "feminine" in scent.

Leaving the laboratory for a moment to check the history books, Napoleon poured a bottle of cologne on his head before each battle. The ancient Greeks perfumed different parts of their bodies with different scents, and even went so far as to perfume pet animals.

Well, back to the lab. Which sex is really smarter? In general intelligence, men and women seem about equal. However, more men than women seem to be found at either intellectual extreme. More males fall into the "dopey-minded" category. Surely the facts need re-examining.

To provide a more thorough list of facts and figures than a man's cursory examination of those pretty young things in hallways with tight skirts provides, the following list is included. Women have longer heads, shorter necks, blindness, keener hearing, more easily hypnotized, and more so far as to perfume pet animals.
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Take Notice, 'Gourmets'

4,000 Meals Prepared Daily

By SHIRLEY BROWN

Cafeteria food, because of the atmosphere, which most dormitory students must and do eat in the Student Center Cafeteria, is often target of jibes and sour comments. The basis, if any, of the jibes is often the sheer volume may lack the home-cooked flavor of grandma's.

FOOD DOES lose something of the seasoning that the students are used to," says Mrs. Juanita Owens, dietician, who is charged with feeding the Frogs, seeing that the food lasts the meal hours, and winding up with a minimum of "leftovers," after preparing more than 4,000 meals a day.

Even with the knowledge that some foods sell faster than others, it is sometimes difficult to foresee what the favorite will be on any one day. For example, fried chicken is usually taken up fairly fast, but one day recently the lines chose the chop suey over the fried chicken after more were prepared. When more than enough is prepared, the items left are distributed to the 175 cafeteria employees. Seldom are leftovers served to students.

ACCORDING to Mrs. Owens, the present board system is an improvement over the old cafeteria system, abandoned in the spring of 1955. The student paid a fee of $2.00 per semester under which he was required to attend all meals if he was to get his money's worth—and was offered no menu choice. If extras were desired the student paid a supplementary charge.

The present board rate system of $163.20 (including 2 per cent state sales tax) per semester as needed throughout the semester.

The food is priced on a "per item" basis. Some students, especially women, find it possible to obtain all meals for the minimum charge. Others may find it necessary to supplement the amount by purchasing additional tickets.

The plan provides flexibility for the students who make trips home over weekends, who work off campus, or who desire to eat out occasionally. This system also provides for the purchase of snack bar items on meal tickets, which aids in offsetting long cafeteria lines and provides variety for the student. Purchasing with meal tickets in the snack bar was added in 1968. Leftover tickets help maintain the comparatively low prices in both the cafeteria and snack bar.

THIS SEMESTER, however, some price changes were instituted—such as $163.20 per semester as needed throughout the semester.

National Guard Promotes Dr. Clay

Dr. Comer Clay, professor of government, has been promoted to the rank of colonel in the Texas Army National Guard.

Dr. Clay was recently transferred to the duty assignment of Civil Affairs Officer on the State Headquarters Staff in Austin.

He was previously executive officer of the Second Brigade of the 49th Armored Division.
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It simplifies bridge for beginners to see how cards are played. A simple model with cards and directions is shown in the illustration of a "bridge" for beginners. Easy to understand.

Available at C & T Sales Dept.
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Fall Flattery

Come in for the smartest, most fashionable hair styles ever.
Shampoo and style, only 1.95
Sensational permanent specials, and 30% discount on all hair items.

Mar-skeles

Beauty Salon

3525 Bluebonnet Circle WA 4-3424

Demos To Aid County

Persons interested in a Young Democrats club have been invited to associate with the Tarrant County Young Democrat Club until the TCU club can reorganize.

The county club is supporting the poll tax campaign this year. Students should contact Dorothy Hanks, Lucy Sale, Allen Moon, or leave their names and addresses in the office of Dr. John Halton, government, or Dr. Robert Martin, history.

A workshop is scheduled Oct. 31, at 3 p.m. in room 216 of the Student Center to lay the framework for the TCU organization.
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TRAVEL WITH CONFIDENCE

Thanksgiving Theatre Party in New York

November 27 to December 1 / $289.75 / Three Broadway shows, sightseeing, all necessary expenses and breakfasts in New York. ESCORTED—Call For Complete Information.
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A New Service

Dr. Young, TCU Psychologist, Helps Students With Emotional Problems

By DAVID STURGISS

From the outside, Building 8 appears as uninteresting as other temporary wooden buildings, with its high narrow windows and long, low silhouette. But inside sits a man who extends a little known service to all TCU students. His name is Dr. Paul C. Young and he is a member of the Psychology Department. Dr. Young, a white-haired gentleman who speaks with a slight New England accent, is a psychologist trained in helping people solve their problems.

Talks Problems

His main concern on campus is to talk with students troubled by woes that seem too distressing for one person to handle.

When a student comes to Dr. Young with a problem, they sit down and discuss it, trying to rationalize each step. "By the end of the conference we usually reach a solution," Dr. Young said. "Sometimes the student figures out by himself what should be done. It just helps to sit down and talk the thing out," he added.

The service, offered for the first time at TCU, has met with success so far. Seventy students have conferred with Dr. Young so far this semester.

"Most of the problems are of a personal nature," said Dr. Young, "the majority are concerned with social life and family troubles."

Extensive Background

Dr. Young's background in psychology is extensive. He received his master's in psychology at Harvard after getting a B.A. in English at Bowdoin College in Brunswick, Maine. He continued his work at Harvard and obtained a Ph.D. in psychology.

He has taught at SMU, Texas Tech and was Chairman of the Department of Psychology at Louisiana State University. Before coming to TCU in September, Dr. Young was Chief Clinical Psychologist at Big Spring State Hospital, Big Spring, Texas. He belongs to seven professional organizations, is listed in "Who's Who In America" and "American Men of Science," and is a certified psychologist in Louisiana and Texas.

"I don't know if I have a feeling that every Tom, Dick and Harry would be called 3,416!" he added. "Most students don't know of my services because it's such a new thing at TCU. But I think, since there is no charge, full use of the program should be made."

Appointments can be made with Dr. Young by phoning Building 8.

Dr. Young was married in August to Oramay Ballinger Welch, who taught violin at LSU for 36 years.

"Everybody Loves Opal" Dates Listed Incorrectly

In a story appearing in last Tuesday's Skiff, the dates for the Little Theatre production, "Everybody Loves Opal," were incomplete. The John Patrick play will be given Oct. 25, 26, 30, and Nov. 1 and 2.
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Poodles No Favorite Of Chicago Sophomore

Bonnie Roberts, Chicago sophomore, hates French poodles. Or may be "has had enough of them" is more accurate.

Perhaps anyone who worked all summer at a resort where French poodles were well-coming...
'Robbers' Head for the Hills After Railroad Theft for U.F.

The days of great train robberies have returned. Passengers of two Texas & Pacific Miniature Railway trains in Forest Park were held up by masked men Sunday afternoon. The bandits netted $26. The fraternity worked in conjunction with the United Fund Committee in arranging the "robbery." The turnout was staged to see what was happening and were invited to gunpoint—politely—to donate. Many had heard the KXOL mobile news unit's coverage of the first hold-up and came to view it. Theo Ledel, vice president of the fraternity and originator of the project, was pleased with the results. He said, "the entire affair was a complete success and illustrates the desire of all fraternities at TCU as to be not only social, but also active in community service."

Media Coverage
The two trains, each with eight cars, carried a total of 128 passengers, 86 on the first and 53 on the second. Most of the riders were small children, each of whom was given a piece of bubble gum. The event was well-covered by the news media. A mobile unit from KXOL radio station in Fort Worth was on the scene as well as a reporter and photographer from the Star-Telegram. Several passing cars stopped to see what was happening and were invited to gunpoint—politely—to donate. Many had heard the KXOL mobile news unit's coverage of the first hold-up and came to view it.
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ARROW's name for a shirt is the new Decton oxford by Arrow's. The slotback, flunked his taxidermy exam and was declared ineligible. The Crimscott brothers were never without potatoes for one single day of their lives—and rightly grateful they were! One night, after a large dinner, they ate a meal of French fries, cottage fries, hash browns, and au gratin, they decided to show their appreciation to this bountiful land of potatoes by endowing a college. But their generosity contained one stipulation: the enrollment of the college must never exceed forty students. They felt that only by keeping the college small could each student be assured of the personalized attention, the camaraderie, the spirit, that is all too often lacking in larger institutions of higher learning.

Today let us address ourselves to a question that has long rocked and roiled the academic world: Is a student letter off at a small college than at a large college? To answer this question it is necessary first to define terms. What, exactly, do we mean by a small college? Well, sir, some say that in order to be called truly small, a college should have an enrollment of not more than four students. Some have no quarrel with this statement; a four-student college must unequivocally be called small. Indeed, I would even call it inline if I knew what I am talking about. I submit there is such a thing as being too small. Take, for instance, a recent unfortunate event at Crimscott A and M. Crimscott A and M, situated in a pleasant valley nestled between Philadelphia and Salt Lake City, was founded by A. and M. Crimscott, two brothers who left Ireland in 1625 to escape the y solo family of 1641. As a result of their foresight, the Crimscott brothers never went without potatoes for one single day of their lives—and rightly grateful they were! One night, after a large dinner, they ate a meal of French fries, cottage fries, hash browns, and au gratin, they decided to show their appreciation to this bountiful land of potatoes by endowing a college. But their generosity contained one stipulation: the enrollment of the college must never exceed forty students. They felt that only by keeping the college small could each student be assured of the personalized attention, the camaraderie, the spirit, that is all too often lacking in larger institutions of higher learning.

Well sir, things went along swimmingly until one Saturday a few years ago. On this day Crimscott had a football game scheduled against Minnesota, its traditional rival. Football, as you can well imagine, was something of a problem at Crimscott, what with only four undergraduates in the entire college. It was easy enough to muster a backfield, but to find a good line—or even a bad line—baffled some of the most resourceful coaches in the nation. Well sir, on the morning of the big game against Minnesota, its traditional rival, a capricious fate dealt Crimscott a cruel blow—in fact, four cruel blows. Sigfigo, the quarterback, woke up that morning with an impaired nose. Wrencher, the slotback, bashed his taxidermy exam and was declared ineligible. Beethoven-Tye, the wingback-tailback, got his neck tie caught in his espresso machine. Yold, the fullback, was stolen by gypsies. Consequently, none of the Crimscott team showed up at the football game, and Minnesota, its traditional rival, was able to score almost at will. Crimscott was so cross after this humiliating defeat that they immediately broke off football relations with Minnesota, its traditional rival. This later became known as the Sabo-Vanzeeti Case. So you can see how only four students might be too meager an enrollment. The number that I personally favor is twenty. Why? You ask. Because, I reply, when you have twenty students and one of them opens a pack of Marlboro Cigarettes, there are enough to go around for everybody, and no one has to be deprived of Marlboro's flavor, of Marlboro's filter, of Marlboro's staunch and steadfast companionship, and as a result you have a student body that is brimming with sweet content and amity and harmony and togetherness and soft pack and Flip-Top box. That's why.

Two Students Get Scholarships
Construction management scholarships have been awarded senior Charles McCormack, Waddy, Ky., and Peter Shaddock, Orange, The School of Business and the Home Builders Association of Fort Worth and Tarrant County sponsor the University's construction management program, aimed at meeting the need for management personnel in the construction industry.
Right Halfback Jim Fauver makes short yardage before being hauled down by Apple堆积 tackle. Fauver, a junior from Houston, was game's leading yard maker in 14-14 tie with Texas A&M.

Saturday. He carried 13 times for 75 yards for a 5.9 average. Air Force Coach John Field said, "Fauver hurt the Aggies most."

**Time, Wind -- Why Frogs Went for Tie**

Students, parents, policemen, sports writers and others who were at the TCU-Texas A&M game Saturday wondered why Coach Abe Martin didn't have his team go for the two points and win instead of tie.

With over eight minutes left to play, Gray Mills ran one yard to bring the Frogs one point away from the Ags at 14-13.

There are two things the Frogs could have done:
- A&M's kickoff was almost a sure touchdown, and a loss would have put us completely out of the race.
- "I felt McAteer's kick was the best choice because we still had eight minutes left."

Last year against Miami the Frogs faced the same situation. They tried for the victory conversion, failed and lost, 21-20.

Drives Fail

The Frogs' first drive after tying the Ags ended on McAteer's try for the field goal from the 33. The ball was just inches wide to the right.

The next and last drive ended on the 28 when the Aggies intercepted a pass.

Again fans can wonder what would have happened if the Frogs could have made only a couple more yards so McAteer would have been in range.

But back to things that did happen.

Halfback Jim Fauver carried 13 times for 72 yards and a 5.5 average to lead the Frogs in rushing.

So far this season the Wogs have scored six touchdowns and passed for five of them.

Sigma Chi, Phi Kaps Play Today

Sigma Chi will battle Phi Kap Sigma Tuesday at 3 p.m. and Sigma Alpha Epsilon tackles Phi Delta Theta at 4:30 p.m. in the Fraternity Division of Intra-mural football play.

Wednesday in independents' action the Disciples Student Fellowship puts its perfect 3-0 record on the line against Air Force ROTC, which is in a tie for second place with Milton Daniel.

Following the DSF game, Milton Daniel will play the Vigilantes at 4:30 p.m. Thursday SAE plays Delta Tau Delta at 3 p.m. and Sigma Chi faces Sigma Phi Epsilon at 4:30 p.m.

**3 Still Unbeaten**

Frogs in 4th Spot

TCU, with a weekend tie with A&M, 14-14, currently is in fourth position in the Southwest Conference race and of the four league teams is left to play, three of them are now better off than the Frogs.

Texas and Baylor are both 2-0 and are tied for the lead and Rice is 1-1 and in third spot.

The Frogs also have SMU on tap, which is last with a 0-1 mark, but the Mustangs were edged in the last minute of play last week by Rice, 13-7.

Other scores were Texas 17, Arkansas 12; and Baylor 21, Texas Tech 17.

The total point spread from the winners to the losers was only 13 points. Any of the losers could have won with another touchdown.

Two weeks ago many Frog fans were worrying about Arkansas and hoping they would lose at least one game and maybe two so TCU would have a chance at the Cotton Bowl.

Now the Packers are worse off than the Frogs and have only a mathematical chance—the same as TCU—but as history shows, a team doesn't win the SWC crown with two losses.

TCU stands at one victory, one loss and one tie for an even .500 percentage. Arkansas is 1-2 and for a 33-23 win; Tech is 1-3 for a .250; A&M is 9-11 for a .450; and SMU is 6-1.

Next Saturday the Frogs are idle, but the other seven loop teams are in action.

Texas A&M battles Baylor at College Station, Texas entertains Rice; Texas Tech journeys to SMU; and Arkansas welcomes Tulsa.

Regardless of Saturday's results, the Frogs will remain in fourth.